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Kate

Welcome to CRYSTALIS Beautiful Soul!

Take a deep breath, because you are

about to be guided on a deep and

exciting journey of transformation.

I created CRYSTALIS because I felt

compelled to share the knowledge

and practices that have completely

transformed my life, with those who

are committed to their own path of

growth and betterment.

It is my intention that the CRYSTALIS

journey will take you beyond your

wildest dreams too, so that you can

become the highest and BEST

expression of the person you were

born to be: fulfilled, joyful, successful,

confident, aligned and empowered.

Your CRYSTALIS journey begins with 12

Transformation Masterclasses (one per

month), which are designed to help

you unlock and activate your unique

Energetic Alchemy.

Each masterclass is a comprehensive

and immersive experience complete

with downloadable notes, audio cues,

video and self-paced workbook to

maximise your growth journey and

reprogram your current mindsets.  

Depending on your membership level,

you will also receive an abundance of

continuing bonuses, and resources to

support your evolution journey

including meditations, live workshops,

downloadable toolkits, online

community groups, growth challenges

and unlimited course access. Get

ready to leave 'ordinary' behind!

WELCOME TO
CRYSTALIS

xxx



IS CRYSTALIS

CRYSTALIS is not just another motivational or

coaching membership! It is a high vibe, life-

revolution program specially created for those

who are spiritually awake and want to elevate

their lives through energetic mastery. 

You'll learn to totally transform your mindset,

frequency and reality using a range of powerful

activation tools derived from spiritual psychology,

crystal therapy, Hermetic philosophy, energy

healing, EFT (tapping), vibrational principles,

breathwork, meditation and even body movement!

Right

Dissatisfied with your current life/job/health/reality

Struggling financially or emotionally

Feeling 'stuck' & need help to make a shift

Craving a more spiritually & energetically aligned life

Ready to commit to yourself & do the work

Ready to attract more wealth, success, health & joy

Ready to experience extreme personal growth

Ready to acknowledge the habits & mindsets that have

got you to this place - and change them!

Ready to unlock & ignite your energetic alchemy

FOR YOU?

CRYSTALIS IS RIGHT FOR YOU IF YOU ARE:
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So, how does it
WORK?

THE 3 CRYSTALIS 

Memberships:
Your CRYSTALIS Membership is an ongoing

journey of inspired growth and personal

transformation. The first 12 months of the

membership are the most transformational and

include an immersive masterclass program which

is designed to shift you out of your current

energetic state and unlock your alchemical

potential - with amazing results!

Once this is complete, your membership is

continual and includes access to ongoing and

interactive new content to support your

evolutionary journey such as monthly activation

meditations, workshops, member community

discussions, discounts and more! If you feel you

have got what you need from CRYSTALIS, you

can cancel your membership at any time.

AMETHYST
AU$29/mth  (Approx US$19)

 

QUARTZ
AU$39/mth (Approx US$25)

 

DIAMOND
AU$49/mth (Approx US$31)



Quartz
Everything in Amethyst PLUS...

Ultimate Energy Activation Toolkit (every 3 months)

Unlimited access to ALL 3 of Kate's introductory courses

(Chakra Healing, Crystal Body Layouts & Sacred Rituals)

Diamond
Everything in Amethyst & Quartz PLUS...

10% discount on 1-1 mentoring/coaching with Kate

VIP live Q&A masterclass with Kate (monthly)

Unlimited access to Kate's intensive courses (Crystal Grids,

Crystal Elixirs & Grow A Successful Online Crystal Biz)

Amethyst 12mth Transformation Program (monthly masterclasses & more)

Mindset Activation Meditations (monthly)

Personal Growth Challenges (monthly)

Access to exclusive online CRYSTALIS community (ongoing)

Unlimited CRYSTALIS vault access

Entry level membership...

THE MEMBERSHIPS

If you know me based on who I was a year ago, you don't know

me at all. My growth game is strong. Allow me to reintroduce

myself..." - AAGAM SHAH (Quote)



Kate, Thank you for one of the most transformational experiences of

my life. Your teaching method is profound and unique.  You convey

knowledge with authenticity, clarity, patience, understanding,

compassion and gratitude. You truly went above and beyond any

expectations I may have had" - TARYN MATULJ

SoulStar
2 Year 'Diamond' CRYSTALIS membership 

1-1 email support from Kate (6 months)

1-1 personal mentoring with Kate (6 months)

1-6 VIP small group coaching with Kate (6 months)

2 Year access to ALL of Kate's energy healing practitioner

courses (including the world-class Master Transpersonal Crystal

Healing® Practitioner program) - Once completed, you will hold

multiple internationally accredited healing practitioner

qualifications, with the potential to earn over $150 per hour.

MEMBERSHIP
THE VIP SoulStar

In energy healing, the SoulStar Chakra is the most powerful of the trans-personal chakras. It is

the energy centre that most closely embodies our Highest Self and connects us to our Dharma

(or life's purpose). The VIP SoulStar Membership is the absolute highest level of CRYSTALIS

membership.

Limited to only 6 members at a time, this membership is exclusively reserved for those who are

100% dedicated to the path of energetic mastery and spiritual excellence. It includes

everything in our Diamond membership PLUS unlimited access to ALL of Kates accredited

Energy Healing Practitioner courses (including the world-class Master Transpersonal Crystal

Healing® Practitioner program) with Kate as your personal 1-1 mentor and coach. Membership

is strictly by online application.



UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE...

You will not believe how much value you'll get from your CRYSTALIS

membership. Some online membership programs charge a lot, but

offer little in return. CRYSTALIS is the complete opposite!

Because CRYSTALIS has been created to truly inspire, positively

impact and totally transform the lives of those who join (including

low income and disadvantaged members), affordability is a non-

negotiable must. This means that our focus is on over-delivering

genuinely life-changing content for people of all economic

backgrounds - for less than US$5 dollars per week*.

You'll love exploring loads of interactive growth-focused content,

connecting with a supportive and like-minded community and

experiencing all the interactive resources!

Downloadable PDF masterclass content

Audio transcripts so you can listen & learn anywhere

Energy activation meditations

Immersive workbooks with journal prompts &

personal awareness questions

Interactive activities & template downloads

Conscious masterclass videos & demonstrations you

can watch on any device

Amazing international online support community

Fun & empowering personal growth challenges

ABUNDANCE
SUCCESS

HAPPINESS
RELATIONSHIPS

HEALTH
EMPOWERMENT

*Based on our Amethyst membership, which is AU$29 (approx US$19) p/month.



YOUR 12 MONTH

The first 12 months of the CRYSTALIS membership

will take you on a deep and awakening journey

into yourself. Specifically, you will master:

Transformation

How to reprogram non-serving mindsets that have

been sabotaging your success

How to consciously THRIVE through any life situation

How to tap into your unique alchemy and perform

manifestation magic to create any reality you desire

How to embody deep gratitude, even in tough times

How to release blocked energy & trauma

How to attract jaw-dropping wealth & success using

your God-given gifts

How to live in a state of authenticity, fulfillment & joy

Your monthly 'Ignite Your Energetic Alchemy' masterclass  

includes: a video, downloadable PDF and audio lesson, a

Self-Mastery Workbook & an Energy Activation

Toolkit...PLUS you also get all the regular CRYSTALIS

monthly membership content too!

MONTH 1:  

MONTH 2:  

MONTH 3:

MONTH 4:

MONTH 5:

MONTH 6:

Ignite Your Energetic Alchemy

Conscious Awareness

Trauma Release & Letting Go

You, Authentically 

Mindset Mastery

Attitude of Gratitude

MONTH 7:

MONTH 8:

MONTH 9:

MONTH 10:

MONTH 11:

MONTH 12:

Discipline & Accountability

Manifestation Magic

Chrysalis

Soul Emergence

Abundance Attractor

Transformation
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ExperienceTHE CRYSTALIS

IMMERSE more deeply

CONNECT more soulfully

COMMUNICATE more clearly

EXPRESS more authentically

BREATHE more mindfully

EVOLVE more consciously

THINK more positively

MANIFEST more easily

EMBODY more emotionally

THRIVE more healthfully

HEAL more completely

LIVE more gratefully

NOURISH more physically

ATTRACT more abundantly

TRANSFORM more profoundly

Kate, Your courses and

the journey they have

taken me on have been

life changing! The

connection you've made

through your content is

unbelievable and divine,

without being convoluted

or complex. Thank you for

doing what you do. You

are an inspiration!"

 

-BRENDON LUDLOW

 



Ready to Transform?

FAQ
HOW LONG IS CRYSTALIS?
The CRYSTALIS membership is an ongoing

monthly subscription. Although the first 12

months include Kate's signature 'Energetic

Alchemy Transformation Program', new

content is constantly being uploaded. This

means that you will continue to receive new

and inspiring content for as long as you are a

member! 

WHAT IF I WANT TO CANCEL MY

CRYSTALIS MEMBERSHIP?
The CRYSTALIS membership is all about

personal empowerment. This means that you

are always 100% in control of your

membership. If you feel you have received

enough from CRYSTALIS, then you can cancel

your membership from your dashboard at any

time. 

WHERE DO I GO FOR SUPPORT?
Your CRYSTALIS membership includes access

to our amazing online member community.

This is a beautiful space to ask questions,

receive support, share experiences and form

lasting connections with like-minded souls.

HOW DO I ACCESS THE CONTENT?
All the CRYSTALIS content is contained in

Kate Mantello's online academy (Evolve

Healing Institute), which you can access on

any device. Your access is instant and

remains active as long as your payments are

up-to-date. If a monthly payment is late, then

your access is temporarily paused until

payment is made.

DO I GET A REFUND IF I DON'T ACCESS

THE MONTHLY CONTENT?
We do not issue refunds for CRYSTALIS

content that has not been accessed. All

CRYSTALIS payments are final, so it is up to

you to make sure you get the most from your

investment! ('Accountability' is an important

masterclass in the CRYSTALIS program!)

WHAT PAYMENTS DO YOU ACCEPT?
We are only able to process credit card

payments for CRYSTALIS memberships.

Unfortunately, we do not accept debit cards,

PayPal, bank transfer or other payment

methods. Your payment is automatically

debited in AUD (or equivalent) each month.

CRYSTALIS
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About KATE
Kate is a dedicated life-learner, soul-seeker and

disciple of energetic and spiritual philosophy. In

2015 she decided to transform her life. Within a

few short years she went from a part-time energy

healer and at-home mum to a global business

success story, international author and spiritual

entrepreneur turning over $500k per year.

Using the energetic principles and techniques

shared in CRYSTALIS, Kate has manifested multiple

successful businesses, her dream home, hubby

working by her side, a commercial publishing

contract and a life of joy, abundance and

fulfillment. She can help you achieve the same!

ACHIEVEMENTS VALUES
Building a world-class, global online

training institute (Evolve Healing Institute)

Over 20k course downloads in 4 years.

Hitting $1 million dollars in total online

course sales in 2022.

Securing a commercial book deal with her

very first book - with just one manuscript

sent to a single publisher!

Retiring her hubby from FIFO work so he

now works alongside Kate at home.

Being a fully present & involved parent to

her 2 kids throughout it all!

Every life experience is a learning

opportunity - the bigger the challenge, the

bigger the opportunity for growth.

Everything in existence is energetic and

vibrational in nature. 

We are spiritual beings having a human

experience.

Uphold authenticity, integrity & quality

throughout all aspects of life.

Treat all people with respect and kindness -

hold no grudges or judgement.

Remain grounded, grateful & humble.

CRYSTALIS



Ready to Transform?

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Subscription & Membership Terms & Conditions

Disclaimer

Privacy Policy

This copyright notice applies to your use of the entire website at http://katemantello.com as well as any of its sub-domains

and related domains, online learning platforms, social media accounts and all products and services purchased or utilized

from the Site (including this document). Unless stated otherwise, all references to the Site in these Terms and Conditions

include this Site.

All content included in this document as well as on the Site such as text, graphics, logos, images, audio clips, digital

downloads and intellectual data, is the property of KATE MANTELLO PTY LTD and is protected by Australian and international

copyright laws. 

As the recipient or user of the Site's content you may:

(a) view the content onto your personal computer or device solely for the purposes of your own professional and personal

development;

(b) save and print any downloadable content solely for the purposes of your own professional and personal development;

(c) use the content solely for the purposes of your own professional and personal development

Under NO CIRCUMSTANCES may you:

(a) edit or otherwise modify any of the Site's content;

(b) republish, copy or plagiarise any material from the Site. (This includes copying paragraphs from any of the Site's content

sources to use in your own website, blog, brochures or hand-outs);

(c) share, sell, rent or sub-license content from the Site that you have received as a download;

(d) exploit material from the Site for a commercial purpose (such as for workshops or coaching programs);

(e) redistribute material from the Site without the written permission of an authorised Kate Mantello PTY LTD representative

Enforcement of copyright:

We take the protection of our copyright very seriously. If we discover that our copyright materials have been used in a way that

contradicts the terms set out in this notice, offenders will be immediately contacted and may incur legal proceedings. 

Please refer to the Site (https://www.katemantello.com) for the following information:

Thank you!
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CRYSTALIS

http://reganhillyer.com/?utm_content=-&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=none&utm_term=-&utm_campaign=direct

